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made me whole.

sins were washed away, and my night was turned to
day, when heaven came down

glory filled my soul.
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B (A)  D♭m (Cm)

B (A)  N.C.

F♯ (E)  C♯/E♯ (B/D♯)  D♭m (Cm)

1. O what a wonderful, wonderful
2. O what a tender, compassionate

B (A)  F♯ (E)  C♯/E♯ (B/D♯)  B/D♯ (A/C♯)

day, day I will never forget.
friend; He met the need of my heart.

B2 (A2)  F♯ (E)  C♯/E♯ (B/D♯)

When I was wand’ring in
Shadows dispelling, with
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